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This issue contains selected papers from the Second
Computational Visual Media Conference (CVM), held in
Hangzhou, China, in September of 2013. The CVM confer-
ences are intended to draw together cross-disciplinary
researchers who are concerned with the computational
processing of visual information. With the advance of
sensing and imaging techniques, mobile devices, and the
Internet, visual media has become ubiquitous. The amount,
diversity, and ambiguity of visual data brings great
challenges in management, understanding, processing
and utilization. Tackling these challenges often calls for
integration of novel ideas from different disciplines includ-
ing computer graphics, geometric computing, computer
vision, machine learning, image and video processing,
and visualization.

Continuing the success of the first conference, CVM
2013 has attracted 104 submissions from researchers
worldwide. Among them, 21 full papers were selected for
oral presentation by the International Programme
Committee, and 6 outstanding papers were selected for
publication in this special issue of GMOD in extended
and revised versions.

The first paper presents a novel algorithm to simplify a
mesh with motion-awareness, which effectively preserves
features that are perceivable in motion and thereby
accelerates the rendering of motion blur. The second paper
presents a model retrieval system that combines the com-
plementary strengths of global and local shape features of
2D views of 3D models for more robust comparison with
the query sketch. The third paper introduces a method
for generating 3D relief models from a single image that
mimics how artists create hand-crafted bas-reliefs. The
fourth paper formulates and solves texture-mapping of a
curved surface as a weighted parameterization problem
guided by the importance map of the texture, which effec-
tively preserves the shape of the prominent content in the
texture. The fifth paper presents one of the first work on
semantic classification of human interaction sequences,
and it shows promising results using supervised learning
on low-level 3D pose features. The last paper presents a fa-
cial animation system for mobile devices and features a
novel facial shape regression algorithm that is both more
efficient than state-of-art algorithms and can robustly han-
dle lighting changes of the performer.

We hope that the readers will enjoy this special issue
and also get interested in the other papers accepted by
CVM 2013 which will be published in The Visual Computer
and the Journal of Computer Science and Technology. We
are grateful to all the paper authors and paper reviewers
for their contributions.
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Motion blur effects are important to motion perception in visual arts, interactive games and
animation applications. Usually, such motion blur rendering is quite time consuming, thus
blocking the online/interactive use of the effects. Motivated by the human perception in rela-
tion to moving objects, this paper presents simplified geometric models that enable to
speedup motion blur rendering, which has not been tracked in motion blur rendering specif-
ically. We develop a novel algorithm to simplify models with motion-aware, to preserve the
features whose characteristics are perceivable in motion. We deduce the formula to outline
the level of detail simplification by the object moving velocity. Using our simplified models,
methods for motion blur rendering can achieve the rendering quality as using the original
models, and obtain the processing acceleration mostly. The experimental results have shown
the effectiveness of our approach, more acceleration with the larger models or faster motion
(e.g. for the dragon model with over a million facets, the motion-blur rendering via hierarchi-
cal stochastic rasterization is sped up by over 27 times).

� 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction moving objects with static geometry to save time-sam-
Motion blur refers to visible streaks generated by the
movement of an object or a camera, resulted from the light
integration at the imaging devices during a finite exposure
time. It is an important cue in the perception of dynamic
objects in motion, and more frequent demand for render-
ing high-quality animated images. In principle, motion
blur rendering needs to draw the object at many different
but continuous times and then average the results. By
such, the time complexity is quite high. Over years, it has
been an active research topic in interactive graphics and
virtual reality attempted to speed up motion blur render-
ing. To address the issue, approaches have been studied,
such as investigating visibility coherence and motion hints
to simplify the light integration [30], representing the
pling [9], developing sampling techniques via spatio-tem-
poral coherence or hierarchical structures to accelerate
ray tracing of objects in motion [6,27], and optimizing
the rendering pipeline to efficiently use caches [27] or
GPUs [24]. However, to our knowledge, no method has
been proposed to efficiently simplify the moving objects
for speeding up motion blur rendering, and determine
the level of detail simplification in relation to the mo-
tion-blur features in rendering.

In this paper, we propose a motion-aware (direction,
speed) simplification method to get the simplified models
with which motion blur rendering can be accelerated. As
our method is orthogonal to existing techniques for motion
blur rendering, it can be easily integrated with existing
methods for fast rendering. Here, we mainly focus on two
issues with respect to moving objects. First, we simplify
the object model with the moving direction aware, aiming
to reduce the geometric primitives as many as possible
while producing the visible features in motion blur similar
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to using the original model. This is based on the observa-
tion that the features parallel to the motion direction are
blurred and less likely to be observed in the rendered re-
sults. Then we deduce a formula to get the level of detail
simplification related to the moving speed to simplify the
object, by the sensitivity variation map of the human visual
system corresponding to the spatial frequency and motion
of the object [13]. Afterwards, we examine how to incorpo-
rate our algorithms with the rendering pipeline using ras-
terization or ray tracing, the two popular approaches for
motion blur rendering via 3D models, as illustrated in
Fig. 1, with our simplified models, the existing methods
get acceleration for motion blur rendering, even by an or-
der of magnitude. In general, our main technical contribu-
tions are in two aspects:

� An effective approach for producing simplified 3D mod-
els especially to speed up motion blur rendering.
� Novel motion-aware algorithms for geometric models

to fast perform high quality motion blur rendering.

In the rest of the paper, we briefly outline the most re-
lated work in motion blur rendering, level of detail simpli-
fication, and perception-based rendering in Section 2.
Then, we analyze the motion blur phenomenon and the
perception of motion blur in Section 3. Afterwards, we de-
scribe direction-aware simplification with object motion in
Section 4, and how to determine the level of details in per-
ception-based motion blur rendering in Section 5. Our
experimental results and discussion are given in Section 6,
and finally conclusions in Section 7.
2. Related work

Motion blur rendering. Efficient rendering of motion
blur effects has been a long-standing problem in interac-
tive graphics. Recent progress can be referred in the survey
paper [22]. Here, we do not cover the work on using image
(a) (c) (e)

(f)(d)(b)

Fig. 1. Comparison of motion blur rendering results with original models and o
tracing, accumulation buffer and stochastic rasterization are listed at the bottom
rendering results with the original models of Bunny and Asian Dragon. In the
aware, illustrated in yellow lines here, in (b), and the rendering results with ou
original models for different motions. The speedup ratios show that our method
achieve more acceleration with the larger models or faster motion. (For interpret
to the web version of this article.)
processing techniques for rendering blurring effect, such as
[26,18,2], which is out of the scope of the paper, as our ap-
proach is aimed at using 3D models for motion blur ren-
dering. The works with 3D models for motion blur
rendering need to compute samples from the moving ob-
ject for light integration, which are generally treated via
rasterization or ray tracing.

The rasterization-based methods work by rasterizing
the object in multidimensional spaces. These are easy to
utilize graphics hardware for acceleration, such as using
hardware frame buffers and GPUs. Some methods render
the object in the spatial domain many times respectively
and then combining the results with weights [11]. Other
methods form a geometric representation for a moving
primitive and rasterize the geometric representation,
including oriented bounding box (OBB) in the 2D homoge-
neous space [1], the convex hull in the screen space [19],
and temporal bounds for a tile of triangles [20].

Ray tracing has also been studied for motion blur ren-
dering. The key computation here is to get the track for a
ray from a pixel to intersect the object during a time peri-
od. With respect to this, distributed ray tracing methods
have been investigated, where each ray is stochastically
allocated so all dimensions are simultaneously sampled
[5]. For high efficiency, different sampling techniques were
proposed, such as minimum distance Poisson or jittered
sampling [4], pre-computed sampling patterns [4], adap-
tive sampling in the Euclidean domain [10], or in the wave-
let domain [23]. Recently, there are physically-based smart
reconstruction methods to reason about the anisotropy of
the underlying space–time imaging process [16] or sam-
ples [23,32,31], to improve the rendering quality.

Unfortunately, these rasterization-based methods and
ray tracing methods did not take into account using simpli-
fied moving objects. In this paper, we mainly address this
challenge to reduce the computing cost on sampling for
light integration, by providing the motion-aware simpli-
fied models to the rendering methods.
(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

ur simplified models. The percentage of computational speed-up for ray
of the images. In the first row, it displays the original Bunny model and the
second row, it displays our simplification manner with motion direction
r corresponding simplified models for getting similar results as using the
can effectively speed up existing methods for motion blur rendering, and

ation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
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Level of detail simplification. Level-of-detail simplifi-
cation has been studied extensively for efficient rendering.
In this way, geometric primitives can be used as few as
possible but to render nearly similar images as using the
original models, especially viewed from some distance.
To this end, many simplification approaches have been
investigated, such as evaluating the saliency of features
for simplification [15], and efficient management of the
simplified models for fast rendering [36]. A comprehensive
introduction of these techniques is expounded in some
survey papers [33,7]. Currently, simplification techniques
basically determine the level of detail simplification by
the distance from the object to the viewpoint, without con-
sidering the effect of object motion on simplification. For
this reason, the features not parallel to the moving direc-
tion may be over-simplified thus impairing motion blur
rendering results. Our work tries to simplify moving mod-
els for high-quality motion blur rendering as using the ori-
ginal models. Thus, novel algorithms are proposed with
perception considered.

Perception-based rendering. There are many litera-
tures studying psychophysical trends with the perception
of computer generated stimuli, including models for the
psychophysics of photo-realistic materials [29], natural
illumination [14], occlusions [35], and the influence of ob-
ject variety [28], in order to improve rendering efficiency.
It is also studied that visual attention may affect percep-
(a)

Fig. 2. Generation of motion blur effects. Content of a pixel results from the light
to show in (b). Our direction-aware simplification simplifies triangles along the
triangles in different stripes may be processed together for simplification, shown
of the features not parallel to the moving direction, to render highquality motio
tion, and so used for improving rendering efficiency, such
as top-down visual processing [3] and quantifying the de-
gree of blindness between images [17]. Among them, some
works investigate the relationship between sensitivity of
the human visual system and motion [21] and reveal that
motion blur will hide detailed features, by which motion
blur effects can be rendered with simplified models. How-
ever, except theoretical analysis, no technique is proposed
for how to generate simplified models for motion blur ren-
dering. In this paper, we reference the work [34] for the
sensitivity variation map of the human visual system
corresponding to the spatial frequency and motion of the
object. Based on this work, we propose the novel percep-
tion-based approach to simplify the moving models, so
that simplified models can be used for speeding up motion
blur rendering in high quality.

3. Generation and perception of motion blur

Motion blur phenomenon is an integral effect of pho-
tography and film recording, which can be formalized
using the following equation as given in [22].

Ixy ¼
Z

DT
f ðx; tÞLðx; tÞdt; ð1Þ

where Ixy represents the contents of the image plane when
the scene is seen in the direction x from (x, y). Captured
(d)

(c)

(b)

integration over the swept trajectory on the object (a), which are enlarged
trajectories, shown in (c). For the simplification without direction aware
in (d). With our simplification, it facilitates to preserve the characteristics
n blur effects.
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light is the result of the integration of the incoming radi-
ance L during the exposition time when the shutter is open
DT. f(x, t) models the influence of optics, shutter, aperture
and film. That is to say, motion blur phenomenon results
from the light integration over the swept trajectory on
the object, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b).

When a simplified model is used, the rendering result is
the integration of incoming radiance produced by the new
model.

fIxy ¼
Z

DT
f ðx; tÞeLðx; tÞdt: ð2Þ

with the difference caused by the simplified model ex-
pressed as

Exy ¼ Ixy �fIxy ¼
Z

DT
f ðx; tÞðLðx; tÞ � eLðx; tÞÞdt ð3Þ

By carefully simplifying the model, the radiance of simpli-
fied facet eLðx; tÞ may be very close to L(x, t). Moreover,
according to the nature of model simplification, the normal
of a generated facet for simplification is close to the mean
value of the normals of its corresponding original facets, so
that the radiance integration along a track on the model
would have very small difference between using the origi-
nal model and using the simplified model. Thus the radi-
ance difference of each pixel Exy tends to be very small.
This fact makes it possible to use a simplified model to
render motion blur images without producing perceivable
visual difference. More details about our model simplifica-
tion approach are described in Sections 4 and 5.

Actually, some works investigate the perception of mov-
ing objects, the sensitivity of the HVS (human visual sys-
tem) with motion and the spatial frequency content, and
attest that it is feasible to use simplified models to speed
up motion blur rendering. Kelly [13] has studied this effect
by measuring the threshold contrast for viewing traveling
sine waves at various frequencies, where the threshold con-
trast is the minimum contrast at which people can distin-
guish the grating from the background. The Contrast
Sensitivity Function (CSF) is the inverse of this measured
threshold contrast, and a measure of the sensitivity of the
HVS towards traveling spatial frequency patterns (more
details are described in Section 5). Motivated by this work,
H. Yee, et al. [34] constructed a spatiotemporal error toler-
ance map from psychophysical data based on velocity
dependent contrast sensitivity, and applied this to mo-
tion-blurred still images, as well as animation. Moreover,
F. Navarro, et al. [21] designed a series of psychophysical
experiments to determine how the HVS reacts to motion
blur in imagery stimuli. These works show that people are
less sensitive to errors in motion blurred regions.
4. Direction-aware simplification

The radiance difference of each pixel Exy is determined
by the radiance of simplified model eLðx; tÞ, which is
related to the normal of the simplified facets. Obviously,
simplifying facets along the ’swept trajectories’ will
produce smaller difference, for such a processing does
not treat the facets from different trajectories to generate
a simplified facet, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Moreover, for the
neighboring features on different trajectories in parallel
with each other, their related radiances are not integrated
in the rendering process. Therefore, these features can
have their characteristics retained to be rendered evi-
dently, which the human being’s visual system is sensitive
to. As a result, for motion blur rendering, the object should
be simplified with respect to the motion direction. In other
words, the features with their variation parallel to the
moving direction can be simplified as much as possible,
while the features with their variation vertical to the mov-
ing direction should be preserved mostly for high-quality
blur rendering.

4.1. Direction-aware anisotropic simplification

Currently, simplification is always performed in an iso-
tropic manner, and no simplification is proposed with
direction-aware. Therefore, to well render motion blur ef-
fects, we design a novel simplification algorithm with
direction aware. It is based on the edge contraction method
[8], which is simple to implement, fast and can work lo-
cally for the parts of an object adaptively by their related
level of detail simplification. In the method [8], every edge
is assigned a cost to measure the shape variation if the
edge is contracted. Then the edges causing less variation
are decimated earlier. In our direction-aware simplifica-
tion, we add a weight to the cost of every edge to earlier
contract the edges that are more vertical to the moving
direction, because the features with such edges are more
possible to have their variations parallel to the moving
direction, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Considering the weight
function should be monotonically decreasing when the an-
gle between the edge and the moving direction changes
from 0 to 90 degree, we design the weight function as be-
low, inspired by the specular term in the Phong shading
model,

f ðaÞ ¼ 1� ð1� cosðaÞÞr þ e; ð4Þ

where a is the angle between the edge and the moving
direction, e is a constant as a relax term to avoid giving
the edges vertical to the moving direction the weight 0.0,
to have them be possibly contracted for smooth simplifica-
tion, and r is an index for adjusting the effect of weights. In
our tests, we set e 0.5, and get very good results. To get a
suitable r in Function (4) for quality motion blur rendering,
we made perception tests by assigning r many possible
values, and then taking a user study. This is described in
details in Appendix A. From the tests, it is known that
r = 4 is a good choice for most models and motion speeds.
And such a setting was taken for all the rendering using our
approach in this paper.
5. Level of detail simplification determination

To get visually equivalent results for motion blur ren-
dering with simplified models in the fewest facets, we
should know which features are visible on a moving object.
In other words, we should know the sensitivity of the hu-
man visual system to the features in viewing the moving
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object. The work [13] has studied the effect by measuring
threshold contrast for viewing traveling sine waves, which
used the velocity of the target stimulus with respect to the
retina and derived a contrast sensitivity function (CSF) for
the sensitivity measurements. Later the contrast sensitivity
function by taking into account smooth pursuit eye move-
ments and a minimum eye velocity is given as,

CSFðq;vRÞ ¼ k � c0 � c2 � vR � ð2pqc1Þ2

� expð�ð4pc1qÞ=qMaxÞ ð5Þ

with

k ¼ 6:1þ 7:3jlogðc2 � vR=3Þj3 ð6Þ

and

qMax ¼ 45:9=ðc2 � vR þ 2Þ ð7Þ

where vR is the retinal velocity, measured in degrees per
second (deg/s in short), q is the spatial frequency of a fea-
ture, measured in cycles per degree (c/deg in short), and the
three coefficients c0 = 1.14, c1 = 0.67 and c2 = 1.7. The scal-
ing factor k is to adjust the vertical shift of sensitivity and
dependent on the velocity, and qMax is for adjusting the
horizontal shift by the peak sensitivity. Both of them are
for measuring the influence of the spatial and temporal
components at higher frequencies.

By the work in [34], the curves by function (5) with dif-
ferent retinal velocities are plotted on the left in Fig. 3,
where every curve corresponds to a velocity. Through the
curves, we know the frequencies of features that can be
perceptible under a retinal velocity. For example, accord-
ing to the curve corresponding to retinal velocity vR = 3
(deg/s), the features with their spatial frequencies below
i2 can be perceptible, though they have different sensitivi-
ties. As a result, the features with their frequencies above i2
cannot be perceptible under such a retinal velocity, and so
they can be removed in simplification. Therefore, according
to function (5), we deduce the relationship between the
velocity and the upper limit frequency of features that
should be preserved with respect to a retinal velocity. As
illustrated on the right in Fig. 3, curves are plotted for rep-
resenting such relationship with different sensitivities.
Fig. 3. Left: the relationship between the retinal velocity and the upper limit
relationship between the retinal velocity and the upper limit frequency, plotted
5.1. Attributes

Screen velocity. Based on the above analysis, we can
determine the level of detail simplification by the moving
speed of an object. Here, the retinal velocity is transformed
to the velocity for the object to move on the screen (the im-
age plane), called as the screen velocity, as illustrated in
Fig. 4. To calculate a screen velocity, we need to project
the object in motion onto the screen continually with time,
and record how many pixels are swept by a point of the ob-
ject during a time period. Here, we represent the screen
velocity in the number of pixels swept by a point of the ob-
ject during a camera’s shutter, namely pixels/per shutter.
Then, by the obtained velocity for a part of the object, we
know the level of detail simplification to simplify the part.
In practice, models are in complex motions, and so we
often handle these by decomposing complex motions into
basic motions for easy treatment (More details are shown
in Appendix B).

Spatial frequency. In general, the object is approxi-
mated with triangles. The size of the triangles for approx-
imating a feature is always related to the spatial
frequency of the feature. When the feature is at a higher
frequency, its approximated triangles are often smaller.
Similarly, when the triangles are smaller, their related fea-
tures are at a higher spatial frequency in general. We
approximate the spatial frequency of a triangle by its pro-
jection on the image plane. Here, we use the perimeter of
the projected triangle, unlike the general way to use the
area of the projected triangle, because the feature variation
along the one-dimensional trajectory, corresponding to ob-
ject motion, is more important for motion blur rendering.
We get the number of the pixels on the perimeter, and take
its reciprocal as the spatial frequency of the triangle.
5.2. Formula for computing the level of details

To get the spatial upper limit frequency for a velocity,
we derive an approximation formula by Function (5),
which is like the form of Function (7), because the limit
perceptible spatial frequency should have some relation
frequency, plotted by function (5) with different sensitivities. Right: the
by function (5) with different sensitivities.



Fig. 4. In motion blur rendering, the screen can be regarded as the retina.
We can simulate A’s screen velocity by its projection points on the screen
during a time period, where the point A moves vertically.
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with the spatial frequency that causes the highest sensitiv-
ity for a velocity. The derived formula is as followed,

qfeature ¼ 1:0=ðr1 � vS þ r2Þ ð8Þ

where vS is our screen velocity, qfeature is the spatial fre-
quency of a triangle on the model, r1 and r2 are the
parameters needed to be specified.

To get suitable settings of r1 and r2 for quality motion
blur rendering, we conducted a user study, as presented in
Appendix A. Using the weight function in Section 4, we
generated the simplified models for motion blur rendering
at many motion speeds, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a). Human
ratings were obtained by asking viewers in the same way
as in Appendix A. As a result, for a tested model at a motion
speed, its simplified model with the human rating being
over 0.8 can be obtained, as marked by the red line in
Fig. 5(b). By collecting the curves for the tested models,
we approximate a curve to represent these curves by data
fitting, as illustrated in Fig. 5(c). With the approximated
curve, we derive that r1 is 7.3 and r2 is 0.36.

6. Results and discussion

We have developed our model simplification method
incorporated with three popular motion blur rendering ap-
proaches, to test the effectiveness of using our approach to
speed up motion blur rendering. The incorporated meth-
ods are introduced in the following.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5. (a) Motion blur rendered images by the simplified models at levels of de
images in (a). (c) Our approximated curve for the red lines in (b) for the tested mo
0.8, meaning that they can be reasonably regarded visually equivalent with the
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
� Ray tracing based PBRT [25]. It has a geometric repre-
sentation constructed for bounding the motion of the
object during the time period, from the camera shutter
open to close. Each ray from the camera is shot to inter-
sect with the geometric representation, and the rays
shot from a pixel have their colors averaged to give
the pixel the final color. Here we mainly tested our
approach to speed up the PBRT, without considering
its combination with other acceleration measures.
� The rasterization-based method via the accumulation

buffer [11]. It renders the moving object at many time
points continuously, and averages the rendered images
for motion blur rendering.
� The hierarchical stochastic rasterization method [20].

Recently, stochastic sampling has been studied for
improving motion blur rendering. Such a method han-
dles both spatial and temporal influences on distribut-
ing samples, and uses hierarchical structures for
getting high efficiency.

In our tests, we downloaded the programs for PBRT [25]
to run on the CPU, and implemented the methods with the
accumulation buffer [11] or via hierarchical stochastic ras-
terization [20] in OpenGL Shading Language to run on the
GPU. The tests were performed on a personnel computer
installed with an Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 CPU, 4 GB RAM
and an NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT GPU with 512 MB RAM.
To test the acceleration efficiency with the results ren-
dered in high quality, we shot 64 rays from every pixel
using the PBRT, sampled 32 points for every pixel in imple-
menting the method via hierarchical stochastic sampling,
and the method with the accumulation buffer. Four screen
velocities were used in our tests, which were 10 pixels/per
shutter (Speed-1), 30 pixels/per shutter (Speed-2), 90
pixels/per shutter (Speed-3), and 270 pixels/per shutter
(Speed-4) respectively. To avoid the strobing effects due
to high moving speeds, we increased the sampling rates
correspondingly, where 16, 48, 144 and 432 samples were
used for a pixel with the four screen velocities respectively.

Quality. We first tested the rendering quality with our
simplified objects, in comparison with the rendering re-
sults with the original models and the models simplified
using the method in [8], based on which we developed
(c)
tails for motion speeds. (b) Human ratings for the motion blur rendered
dels, which refer to the rendered images with the human ratings just over
ground truth. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
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our perception-based simplification. We performed a user
study to evaluate our technique. The experimental envi-
ronment is similar as in Appendix A. Rather than the 16
training models, we used another 5 models. In Fig. 6, it is
displayed the results with some different motions, which
were produced by the accumulation buffer, and the ren-
dered images are all in 800 � 600 pixels. As for the ren-
dered images by the other two methods, they are not
displayed in this paper, as the images produced are the
same for each case. Clearly, our results are visually equiv-
alent with those rendered with the original models, and
better than using the simplified models without motion-
Fig. 6. The rendering quality with our simplified models is very comparative t
without motion-aware. The features not parallel to the moving direction are well
using our simplified models; right: using the simplified models without motion-a
Bunny model rotates at Speed-3, the Armadillo model translates horizontally a
Speed-2, the Red Spherical Box model moves from lower left to upper right with a
at Speed-3. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
aware [8], though they are in same numbers of triangles
for every level-of-details respectively.

We also conducted a user study for these images to
know whether the viewer can distinguish the images ren-
dered with the original models from the images rendered
with the simplified models. 20 viewers took part in the
study. On average, for the images rendered with our
simplified models, 18/20 of them cannot distinguish, while
for the images with the simplified models by [8], only 6/20
of them cannot distinguish. This means that our approach
is effective for simplifying 3D models for motion blur
rendering.
o using the original models, and better than using the simplified models
displayed in our rendering results. Left: using the original models; middle:
ware. The motions for the tested models here are described as follows: the
t Speed-2, the Happy Buddha model translates in a non-x, y direction at
rotation by itself at Speed-1, and the Asian Dragon translates horizontally

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Table 1
The tested models and the statistics data of them and their simplifications.

Bunny Armadillo Happy
Buddha

Spherical
Box

Asian Dragon 

Original Simplified models with different speeds

Speed-1 Speed-2 Speed-3 Speed-4

Bunny Faces 69,460 27,789 13,894 6946 2777
Time (s)a – 0.458 0.146 0.065 0.036

Armadillo Faces 345,944 114,160 34,594 11,518 4324
Time (s)a – 3.317 1.091 0.370 0.133

Buddha Faces 1,085,634 355,147 83,150 17,088 5913
Time (s)a – 10.95 4.077 0.978 0.167

Box Faces 1,402,640 440,660 225,330 140,264 14,026
Time (s)a – 13.521 3.377 2.025 5.589

Asian Faces 3,609,521 88,035 16,405 7218 3138
Dragon Time (s)a – 63.219 10.389 0.591 0.012

a Time: The time for simplifying the original models to the simplified models for Speed-1, and following the time to the next simplified model for the next
higher speed, all measured in seconds.

Fig. 7. The statistics of using our approach to speed up motion blur rendering. For the rendering time, the model names with a prefix ‘o’ or ‘s’ refer to using
the original models or our simplified models. For the speedup ratios, the model names with a prefix ‘e’ or ‘i’ refer to the speedup ratios computed with the
time on simplification excluded or included.
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Speed. In Table 1, we show the tested models and the
statistics data of them and their simplifications. With the
higher moving speed, the models can be simplified more,
and more acceleration can be achieved for rendering, as
shown in Fig. 7. If the model is simplified more, the time
spent on simplification would be more. In practice, when
the motion speed changes gradually, the model is simpli-
fied or refined gradually, so that the processed models for
a speed can be used to produce the next one for a higher
or lower speed [12]. Thus, the time on simplification can
be reduced much, in comparison with simplifying the
model from the original one overhead for any given mov-
ing speed, as shown in Table 1. This is useful to deal with
the cases when the object changes the speed frequently in
motion.

In our motion-blur rendering tests, the acceleration ra-
tio is computed by SpeedupRatio = (Timeorig-Timeour)/
Timeour, where Timeorig and Timeour refer to the time for ren-
dering 100 frames with the original model and our simpli-
fied model. From the statistics in Fig. 7, we know that our
simplified models can efficiently speed up motion blur ren-
dering, and with the moving speed higher, the acceleration
ratios also increases. Comparatively speaking, our method
speeds up the rasterization-based method more signifi-
cantly. This is due to the fact that the rasterization-based
rendering method is in a time complexity O(n), while the
ray tracing based methods in a time complexity O(logn)
due to acceleration structures for ray-object intersection,
where n is the number of the facets of a model. The statis-
tics shows that the rasterization-based methods can be
(a) (

(c) (

Fig. 8. (a) Weight function curves with different settings of parameter r. (b) Motio
r, and related to different motion speeds. (c) Human ratings for the motion blur re
higher human ratings.
accelerated largely, even over 27 times. Our approach is
effective to speed up the rendering of the models with a
large number of facets. For instance, the speedup ratios
for the Asian dragon model are much higher than that for
the Bunny model. This is because, for a fixed image size,
the perceptible features of any model are in similar sizes
so that the larger model has more facets simplified. Though
simplification needs some time, which may slow down the
rendering speed, the time is not long and can be amortized
in rendering the related frames. However, when the
moving speed is low, small-sized features are then percep-
tible so that models cannot be simplified significantly. In
such a case, due to the time cost on simplification, the
rendering speed may even decrease. Therefore, when the
object moves slowly, it is not suitable to apply our method.
In our tests, when the velocity is below 30 pixels/per
shutter, our method may slow down motion blur render-
ing, especially for the large model as the time cost on
simplification may take up a large proportion of the
rendering time.

Textured objects. Our approach also supports motion
blur rendering of textured objects, as shown in Fig. 1(d).
Though there are techniques for simplifying textured ob-
jects, we only adopt a simple measure to treat texture
coordinates in simplification. This can get high quality ren-
dering results because motion blur hides detailed features.
By this technique, when some edges are collapsed for sim-
plification, the generated vertices have their texture coor-
dinates obtained by averaging the texture coordinates of
their respectively replaced vertices.
b)

d)

n blur rendered images by the simplified models with different settings of
ndered images in (b). (d) The statistical histogram for the r settings to have



Fig. 9. Left: The 16 selected models used in our tests. Right: The user interface used in our tests. Both the ground truth and our results with simplified
models are presented.

Fig. 10. Two typical complex motions. Left: the object rotating around an axis not parallel to the z-axis. Right: the object translating along a direction
parallel to the z-axis.
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7. Conclusions

In this paper, by tackling the impact of motion on sim-
plification, we develop novel algorithms to adaptively sim-
plify models in motions, and deduce a formula to generate
the level of detail simplification related to the moving
speed of the object, motivated from the psychophysical
studies. Therefore, simplified models can be effectively
used to speed up the existing methods for motion blur ren-
dering with 3D models. Our experimental results have
shown that using our perception-based approach, motion
blur rendering can be sped up significantly, and the speed-
up ratios are even higher when the object is larger or
moves faster.

Our approach has attested that models can be simpli-
fied to promote motion blur rendering, but there are
further work for related applications. For example, our cur-
rent system takes somehow higher time cost on simplifica-
tion, which may make it difficult to generate usable
simplified models in time when the object changes motion
dramatically. It is necessary to further study how to speed
up our approach, including using parallel processing tech-
niques. Another interesting issue is to extend our approach
to deal with deformable objects, which are widely used in
games and animation.
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Appendix A. Perception tests

Our perception tests were carried out using a 22in
TFT-LCD monitor with a resolution of 86.27dpi
(1680 � 1050) and a luminance of 200 (cd/m2). The view-
ing distance from the observers’ eyes to the monitor was
0.5 m. This is typical of the visual environment for desk-
top applications. In our rendering, static lights were used
with a black background, and the FOV was 33.33 degrees.
The images were generated by the accumulation buffer
method using OpenGL, for it is fast and can reveal the de-
tails very well. These generated results are similar with
those generated by ray-tracing methods and stochastic
sampling methods, so that we did not use ray-tracing
methods and stochastic sampling methods in the percep-
tion tests.
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To search for a good r value in Function (4), we assign r
8 values to test, which are 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 0, 1, 2, 4 and 8,
and their corresponding weight functions with the angle a
are plotted in Fig. 8(a). It should be noted that in this plot,
the weight function with r = 0 is a horizontal line with a
constant e, which leads the model simplified without
direction aware.

For a given r value, we generated many simplified mod-
els at different levels of details with the related weight
function. Then, for any a simplified model, we took it for
motion blur rendering by motion speeds. Thus, we
collected motion blur images for an object, as shown in
Fig. 8(b). Afterwards, we used the original model for mo-
tion blur rendering by the motion speeds for rendering
the simplified models, and took the scheme of force
two-alternative choice (FAC) to ask viewers whether the
rendered images with the simplified models are looked
as the rendered image with the original model, for a speed.
By the statistics, we computed the human rating for a ren-
dered image with a simplified model, computed as u1/
(u1 + u2), where u1 is the number of the viewers who
regarded it as the same with the rendered image by the
original model, and u2 is the number of the viewers who
did not. Such ratings are illustrated in Fig. 8(c).

By the human ratings, it is reasonable to regard the
images with its rating value over 0.8 are visually equiva-
lent with the ground truth. By collecting such images, we
can get a statistical histogram for r, as illustrated in
Fig. 8(d), which is obtained by inviting 20 viewers and
using 16 models. The 16 models are displayed in the left
in Fig. 9, and the user interface for FAC is shown in the right
in Fig. 9.
Appendix B. Complex motions

In applications, motion blur can be produced by mo-
tions of both objects and the camera. But all these can be
transformed to have the camera fixed and objects move
in axis-aligned directions for rendering the motion blur ef-
fects, by which we discuss our approach without loss of
generality in this paper. For a model with complex motion,
we can simplify its parts adaptively by their corresponding
screen velocities at every time point in principle. But, fre-
quent simplification operations are not beneficial for mo-
tion blur rendering, as they may cause much computing
cost. Thus, we conservatively generate the simplified ob-
ject for motion blur rendering during a time period, prom-
ising to render all the frames in high quality during the
time period no matter how the object moves.In other
words, by the motion speeds and motion manners in a
time period, we produce only a simplified model conser-
vatively, and use it for motion blur rendering in this time
period. As for the measures to conservatively get a simpli-
fied model for complex motion, they are discussed in the
following paragraphs.

Motions can be basically classified into two categories:
translation and rotation (as shown in Figs. 4 and 10). Ob-
ject translation can be classified as along the x, y and z
directions respectively, in the right-hand coordinate sys-
tem with the xy plane as the screen plane and the z direc-
tion pointed from left to right in this paper. For a
translation along the x or y direction (as shown in Fig. 4),
we can project the object perspectively onto the screen,
and compute the screen velocities for the parts of the ob-
ject respectively. When an object rotates around a direc-
tion parallel to the z-direction, any part of it will not
have the z-coordinates changed. So the object can be sim-
plified as for its translation along the x or y axis, except that
the projected trajectory to be tracked here is an arc rather
than a straight line as for a translation.

In complex cases, the object may rotate around a direc-
tion that is not parallel to the z-direction, or the object
translates along a direction parallel to the z axis, as shown
in Fig. 10. For the first case, a part of the object may have its
z-coordinate changed during the rotation. This can cause
the screen velocity changing quickly, as illustrated by the
point A. Therefore, velocity of point A would be ever-
changing and hard to compute. For the sake of both sim-
plicity and conservation, we determine the screen velocity
by its nearest position to the viewer, because this is the
lowest screen velocity and will evoke simplification to
the least. This is aimed to avoid complex computation to
save time.

In the second case when an object moves along a direc-
tion parallel to the z axis (as shown on the right in Fig. 10),
the screen velocity for the object is caused by foreshorten-
ing. For the part farthest from the viewing direction, like C,
it has the highest screen velocity. As for the point D, the
intersection point between the viewing direction and the
object, it would have ‘zero’ screen velocity because its pro-
jection point on the screen is not changed. Like the conser-
vative treatment in the last paragraph when the screen
velocity of a part changes quickly, we will not take into ac-
count the influence of the translation along the direction
parallel to the z axis in practice.
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